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The study of the substructure of collimated particles from quarks and gluons, or jets, has the
promise to reveal the details how color charges interact with the QCD plasma medium created
in colliders such as RHIC and the LHC. Traditional jet substructure observables have been con-
structed using expert knowledge, and are largely transplanted, unmodified, from the high-energy
physics, where the goal is primarily the study of boosted hadronic decays. A novel neural network
architecture is described that is capable of examining theoretical models, and constructs, on its
own, an analysis procedure that is sensitive to the internal model features. This architecture, in
combination with symbolic regression, further allows the extraction of closed-form algebraic expres-
sions from the learned result – enabling the automatically constructed jet substructure analysis to
be subsequently understood and reproduced by humans. This system is then tasked to construct
an analysis that infers the plasma temperature from observing jets, which is demonstrated using
both JEWEL and the Linearized Boltzmann Transport model, and at the presence of a realistic
remnant of the plasma, or underlying event, that the measurement has to overcome. In a demon-
stration how algorithms can produce original research in direct competition to human experts, the
resulting jet substructure variables and analyses are capable of determining the initial temperature
of the plasma medium from analyzing 1200–2500 jets, a performance not seen in existing, manually
designed analyses. Comparison of an incidentally discovered observable with the existing literature
further indicates that the system described is capable of examining the model phase spaces to a
detail at least comparable to the current field of human experts.
Colliders, such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at
CERN, can be used to heat nuclei to very high tempera-
ture and compress them to densities many times that of
normal nuclei. It has been shown that heavy ion colli-
sions at both RHIC and the LHC undergo a phase tran-
sition from normal, bound hadronic matter to a plasma
of quarks and gluons. This quark–gluon plasma has sur-
prising properties: it flows as a nearly frictionless fluid,
and exhibits a large opacity to transiting quarks and glu-
ons [1].
Analogous to the Bethe formula known for the electro-
magnetic charge and plasma, a key question is the magni-
tude and mechanism of energy loss by quarks and gluons
(partons) passing through quark–gluon plasma, and how
the plasma transports the deposited energy. Addressing
this experimentally requires observables sensitive to the
interaction between partons and the plasma. A novel ap-
proach uses jet substructure observables, built from the
angular correlation of energies inside the collimated spray
of hadrons (known as a jet) that a parton becomes before
reaching the detector.
In heavy ion publications utilizing jet substructure
(e.g. [2]), the substructure variables re-use those devel-
oped to tag boosted objects in high energy physics. So
far, most known substructure analyses are moderately
sensitive to the presence of a heavy-ion collision vs. the
proton–proton baseline, but do not demonstrate a sensi-
tivity to specific heavy ion model features. Consequently,
we do not know whether jet substructure can provde as
much information about quark gluon plasma properties
as existing measurements of the soft, bulk emission [3]. In
this article, examples of novel jet substructure variables
are given, together with a neural network (NN) based
method that led to their discovery. The demonstration
of such an automatically produced, previously unknown
result is also a demonstration how algorithms can pro-
duce original research in direct competition to human
experts.
Possible analyses that can be applied to Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) in hadron or heavy ion collider
experiments can be expressed as a combination of two
functions, the per-event observable extraction and a sub-
sequent statistical analysis. A human expert would con-
struct analyses iteratively via generating hypothesis from
his or her knowledge or intuition, and testing it against
models. However, when the function space of possible
analyses is very large, a competing method would be
automated search for an analysis of the desired prop-
erty, using numerical optimization. Neural Networks are
known as universal function approximators [4], and deep
layered NN have been demonstrated to be more efficient
than traditional “shallow” function approximation tech-
niques [5].
First, the general formulation of analysis functions us-
ing the structure of the NN is described. Then, tak-
ing advantage of the efficient optimization that can be
applied to NN, analyses are constructed by optimizing
performance extracting physics parameters from Monte
Carlo models, without involving human physics knowl-
edge in designing the analysis. This is in departure
from previous instances of automated generation of scien-
tific hypotheses for research, where (non-mathematical)
domain-specific, human knowledge are used as input (e.g.
[6]).
Events for the NN training are generated for lead–lead
(Pb-Pb) collision at a center-of-mass energy of
√
sNN =
5.02 TeV, corresponding to the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) Run-2 data. The impact parameter range sam-
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2pled corresponds to the 0–10% most central collision ge-
ometries among the total inelastic Pb-Pb cross section
from the Glauber Monte Carlo in [7]. Jets that inter-
act with the plasma medium are generated using Jewel
2.2.0 [8] and the Linearized Boltzmann Transport (LBT)
model [9]. Events are weighted ∝ pˆ5.7⊥ , where pˆ⊥ is the
center-of-mass transverse momentum transfer in a single
parton-parton scattering. This approximately compen-
sates for the power law decrease of the jet spectrum with
jet energy.
Jewel events are generated with its default plasma
model, where the initial time τi is varied between 0.2 and
0.8 fm/c, and the mean initial temperature Ti between
0.16 and 0.76 GeV/k. LBT events are generated using
parton level hard scattering from pythia 8.235 [10] tune
CUETP8M1 [11]. Recoiling scattering centers are sub-
tracted according to the procedure the Jewel author has
referred to as “4MomSub”, which clusters those medium
partons into the jet using near-zero momentum “ghost
particles” that are place holders and then subtract their
original four-momenta from the jet substructure.
For LBT, in order to study the sensitivity to initial pa-
rameters without costly rerunning of numerical hydrody-
namics, the temperature and velocity profile is sampled
from the viscous Gubser flow [12] as its plasma dynam-
ics model. The integration constant Tˆ0 is varied between
0.383 and 0.583 GeV/k, such that the resulting medium
temperature matches with T (τi) = Ti the same range as
Jewel. As jets in LBT interact with the medium ex-
change color charges with the recoiling medium partons,
the hard scattering event contains color connection with
medium partons that are not actually present in the fi-
nal state. In order to hadronize the event in pythia 8,
those medium partons are retained, and are added back
to the hard scattering event with zero momenta. The
same procedure as “4MomSub” for Jewel, as described
previously, is also applied here.
Neither Jewel nor LBT produces the particles that
is the remnant of the plasma medium, or the underlying
event (UE). The UE, for both Jewel and LBT, is gener-
ated using hydjet 1.9 [13]. Maintaining its default tune,
the charged particle multiplicity density 〈dNch/dη〉 with
the track pseudorapidity |η| < 0.5, at √sNN = 5.02 TeV
Pb-Pb, is observed to be ≈ 18% higher (2407 ± 5 for 0–
2.5% centrality and 1787±4 for 7.5–10% centrality) than
experimentally measured [14]. Since the constructed
analyses must be robust in a more adverse UE environ-
ment than experimentally encountered, the unmodified
tune is sufficient for this study. Event centralities are
sampled independently in Jewel and hydjet, in order
to prevent the machine learned analysis to be based on
trivial multiplicity effects.
Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm [15]
with the distance parameter D = 0.4. Jet reconstruction
is applied to the hard and UE event final state parti-
cles superimposed, thus capturing the effect of imper-
fect reconstruction due to the presence of the UE. A
collision centrality dependent mean UE particle contri-
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FIG. 1. The layout of the statistical analysis learning neural
network, where the functions c, s, and d correspond to the
convolutional feature extraction, permutation symmetriza-
tion, and dense layers.
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FIG. 2. The upper bound on partial derivative Ilm, used
as regularization, for the per jet–event analysis c that dis-
criminates between Jewel Ti. The index m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 489}
counts the energy flow polynomial with 1 ≤ degree ≤ 7 (with
increasing order), and l is the index of the intermediate anal-
ysis. The progression is plotted for three different epochs,
being full passes through the training data. Arrows in the
last training epoch indicates the variable subsequently found
in the approximation term found by symbolic regression (with
l = 1 and 16).
bution to the jet transverse momentum 〈pT,UE〉 is de-
termined. This is subtracted to obtain the corrected
pT,J = pT,tot − 〈pT,UE〉 at the hard collision scale. Jets
with 100 < pT,J < 500 GeV/c and |ηJ | < 1.4 are con-
sidered for the substructure analysis, ranges that are
well-covered by barrel tracking and calorimetry at the
LHC. At these energies, jets from hard scattering are
reliably distinguished from the combinatorial overlap of
bulk-produced particles. The jet spectrum dNJ/dpT,J for
different Jewel and LBT medium scenarios are forced
3to be identical, by randomly discarding jets from the sce-
nario with the higher yield. This prevents the NN to
produce a non-substructure analysis that measures the
jet spectrum. Also, the jets are analyzed as if they are
from independent events, since the aim is to observe the
effect of the medium on the substructure and not e.g. the
momentum balance.
For each jet, the energy flow polynomials (EFP) [16],
i.e. intra-jet angular correlation of energies expressed
as the product of the relative momentum fraction car-
ried by the final state jet constituents and their rela-
tive opening angles, are calculated. The EFP in this
article is calculated for particles p within a ∆R2pJ =
(ηp − ηJ)2 + (φp − φJ)2 < D2 around the jet axis J ,
irrespective whether the particle has been clustered into
the jet by the jet reconstruction algorithm. This choice
accommodates purely calorimetric reconstruction of the
jet kinematics, whereas the substructure is then deter-
mined from tracking detectors. Each EFP corresponds
to a multigraph G = (V,E), with the vertices V being
NV particles that are inside the disk, and edges E a mul-
tiset consisting of pairs of vertices within V . The EFP
of G is
EFPG =
∑
j1
· · ·
∑
jNV
(
zj1 . . . zjNV
∏
(k,l)∈E
θkl
)
(1)
where zj = pT,j/pT,J , and θ
2
kl = ∆R
2
kl = (ηk − ηl)2 +
(φk − φl)2. The size of the multiset E is the degree
of the polynomial. All 489 primitive polynomials with
1 ≤ degree ≤ 7 are used (note that the only polynomial
with degree 0 is the jet pT,tot), except for four polynomi-
als with an irreducible rank (4, 4) tensor trace, as they are
prohibitively slow to calculate in the presence of ≈ 400
particles inside a jet from central Pb-Pb collision (≈ 6
minutes per jet on an Intel Haswell Xeon at 3.5 GHz).
For efficiency, evaluation of the remaining polynomials
has been reimplemented using blas [17]. As the han-
dling of UE by the Neural Network is of interest, the
jet substructure is not further manually corrected to the
hard scale.
As a second possible jet substructure variable, a poly-
nomial expansion of the jet shape in ∆RpJ , (ηp −
ηJ)/(φp−φJ), and zp between the constituent particle p
and jet axis J was also explored. For an expansion into a
comparable number of coefficients, the performance was
significantly below that of the EFP.
Fig. 1 shows the schematic layout of the NN employed
in this article. In this NN, f(x) = d(s(c(x))) is a function
of the observable x, which is a series expansion of the
internal substructure formed by the final state particles
of a reconstructed jet. The function f is composed of the
following groups of NN layers:
1. The convolutional observable extraction layers c :
RK×N 7→ RM×N , where N is the number of in-
put jets, K the number of input features/x observ-
ables per jet–event, and M the number of machine-
learned observables per jet–event;
2. the symmetrization layer s : RM×N 7→ RM×N ;
3. the statistical analysis layers d : RM×N 7→ R.
The presence of s is needed, because the connection
between neurons in a NN are inherently sensitive to the
ordering of its input. Placing s in front of d however,
allows one to “retrofit” an otherwise ordered NN with
permutation invariance. M = 1 would still satisfy the
universal approximation theorem, the presence of a small
layer creates a choke point inside the NN and potentially
deteriorates the convergence property observed in [18].
In a NN, each layer k is an operation of the form
xk+1(xk) = σ(Wxk + b) (2)
where the matrix xk is the input of the k-th layer, W the
weight matrix, b the bias vector, and σ a nonlinear ac-
tivation function. Each neuron consists of the weight (a
matrix multiplied with the input vector), a bias (the vec-
tor added after the matrix multiplication) and a suitable
activation function. During the course of training, the
each neuron learns an ”activation”, which is a real num-
ber usually close to ±1. Hence, a single neuron without
the activation function is a linear classifier. The activa-
tion function – termed analogously to the function of the
firing rate in a biological neuron – is needed to produce
nonlinear classification.
The initial layers c represent per-jet–event analysis,
which are identical functions applied to a single jet–event,
and repeated with the N jet–events. Each layer in c
is therefore a special case of a one-dimensional, discrete
convolution.
These convolutions of N jet–events represent a sizeable
statistical sample, so the sample mean and standard de-
viation can be reliably determined. A batch normaliza-
tion [19] is made to the N jet–events in each layer in c,
before application of the activation function. In this step,
the mean is subtracted from all values; the differences are
inversely scaled by the batch standard deviations. This
scales the values to be approximately in [−1, 1], and pre-
vents neurons from becoming permanently “stuck”, i.e.
neurons which never activate across the entire training
dataset. This is also alleviated by making the network
sufficiently large to allow for redundancy.
The symmetrization operation s transforms the M×N
matrix input (xjpi(k)), j ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, k ∈ {1, . . . , N},
into polynomials that enforce invariance under the iden-
tical permutation pi of the columns corresponding to in-
dividual jet–events, but breaks under a (xjpij(k)), if two
rows exist with different permutations pij . This avoids
limiting the NN to M = 1, and differs from the construc-
tion using symmetric polynomials, e.g. employed in [20],
which would describe a function space other than that
of possible statistical analyses. The polynomials of order
m = 1 are identical to the elementary symmetric poly-
nomials
sj(x) =
N∑
k=1
xjpij(k). (3)
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FIG. 3. The distribution of the symbolic regression approximated neuron (a) c1,SR and (b) c16,SR for various Ti in Jewel for
100 < pT,J < 300 GeV/c, with the ratio relative to Ti = 0.36 GeV/k. (c) shows the distribution of the symbolic regression
approximated neuron c13,SR for various Tˆ in the Linearized Boltzmann Transport model, with the ratio relative to Tˆ =
0.44 GeV/k. In each case, 2× 104 jets are plotted
A possible choice for N = 2 and m = 2 is
s1(x) = x1pi(1)x2pi(1) + x1pi(2)x2pi(2)
s2(x) = x1pi(1)x2pi(2) + x1pi(2)x2pi(1)
(4)
and for N ≥ 3 and m ≥ 2
sj(x) =
N∑
k=1
x
m−bm/2c
jpi(k) x
l
(j+1)modM,pi(k). (5)
Finally, d consists of fully connected NN layers, where
the final layer outputs into two output neurons, one for
each scenario of the heavy-ion medium. The output neu-
rons are trained with the goal of being 1 for the correct
medium scenario, and 0 for the incorrect one, but will
attain a probability-like value in between, when the dis-
crimination is imperfect.
The activation function has to be nonlinear (or the NN
is reducible to a purely linear model), and is chosen to
be σ(xj) = max(0, xj), the rectified linear unit (ReLU)
that was found to be efficiently trainable [21]. The ex-
ception is the last layer, where the activation function is
the softmax function σ(xj) = exp(xj)/
∑
k exp(xk) that
converts a vector with multiple values into a probabilistic
value between 0 and 1 [22].
A NN trained without further constraints is difficult
to analyze, because the network’s ability for discrimina-
tion is distributed among all possible inputs, without an
easy way to determine, a posteriori, whether part of the
NN is redundant or not contributing to the overall per-
formance. The NN employed here is regularized during
training using a metric R that approximates how many
input terms are needed describe the function inside the
NN, or the input complexity. For a NN output after the
k-th layer, the absolute partial derivative from the m-th
input to the l-th output is bounded by
Ilm = max
{∣∣∣∣inf ( ∂xk,l∂x1,m
)∣∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣∣sup( ∂xk,l∂x1,m
)∣∣∣∣} (6)
where inf, sup are the lower and upper interval arithmetic
bounds. The sum of absolute magnitude, or `1 norm of
Ilm, inversely scaled by the maximum value
R =
∑
l,m Ilm
maxl,m Ilm
. (7)
is then an upper bound of the input complexity that is
easily calculable during the NN training, and can be used
to guide the NN off configurations where an excessive
number of input variables are used, such that it becomes
difficult to distinguish input essential vs. redundant to
the performance of the NN. Similar ideas exist in the lit-
erature, like weight decay [23] and the layer-wise regular-
ization by the Lipschitz continuity [24]. Unlike existing
regularization in the literature, R targets the input com-
plexity specifically, and does not prevent hidden layers
from using multiple neurons to form nonlinear functions.
Fig. 2 shows how Ilm for the layer group c evolves,
when trained to discriminate Ti in Jewel. The index
m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 489} counts the energy flow polynomial
with 1 ≤ degree ≤ 7, and l is the index of the interme-
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the symbolic regression approximated
c1,SR and c16,SR that discriminates Ti in Jewel, for various
tagged number of splitting induced by jet–plasma interaction,
normalized by the integral of each. The dashed line represents
the distribution of the untagged Jewel (averaged over Ti and
τi scenarios). Also shown are the distributions from pythia
8.235 tune CUETP8M1 and Herwig 7.1.1 tune H7.1-Default,
both embedded into the same Pb-Pb 0–10% underlying event.
Both the information on the splitting, and pythia 8/Herwig
7 events, were not made available to the NN.
diate analysis that c outputs. The progression is plot-
ted after three different epochs, which are the number
of full passes through the training data. Arrows in the
last training epoch indicates the variable the symbolic
regression used in (10)–(13), which are located in regions
of moderate value of Ilm. As Ilm is only an upper bound,
it should not surprise that location relevant for the sym-
bolic regression are not the highest values of Ilm.
The function for minimization (loss function) by the
NN is
L = H + µcRc + µdRd (8)
where H = − log(p) the cross entropy, with p being the
probability from multiple pseudoexperiments that the
NN has determined the correct medium scenario from
N jet–events. Rc and Rd are the values of (7) for layer
groups c and d. The constants µc, µd are regularization
parameters that must be adjusted to achieve a particu-
lar trade-off how many input terms the trained NN will
require to achieve its performance (being H), vs. H it-
self. This type of `1-norm optimization with competing
objectives, that are linked together with an adjustable
parameter, is also referred to in the literature as the least
absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) [25].
The NN is implemented in TensorFlow 1.10.0 [26],
running on a Nvidia GP102 at 1.4 GHz with cuDNN
7.1 [27]. The symbolic regression (SR) algorithm ffx [28]
is then applied to NN layer groups c and d to extract
closed-form expressions that approximates the function
of those NN layer groups.
Training in the case of Jewel is performed on 65 pseu-
doexperiments, with each having a high and a low Ti
(i.e. 130 pseudoexperiments in total). Each pseudoex-
periment contains 2500 jet–events (not shared between
pseudoexperiments). The Adam optimization algorithm
with its default parameters in [29] is used. Whenever
the optimization algorithm passes the entire 130 × 2500
unique events, the optimization is considered to have
completed an optimization epoch. After 1000 epochs us-
ing µc = µd = 0.01, the accuracy is 0.973 ± 0.013 (68%
Jeffreys interval).
SR incrementally tests expressions with increasing size
complexity, and retains for each size complexity which
form of expression achieved the best accuracy. For
Jewel, the overall analysis (extracted using the first of
the two output neurons) is approximated by
d1,SR = 8.99− 0.176N〈c16〉 − 0.175N〈c1〉 (9)
where 〈〉 is the arithmetic mean, and N = 2500 is the jet–
event count per pseudoexperiment during the training.
The subscript indicates that the approximation d1,SR ≈
d1 was made by the SR. This particular approximation is
the highest complex one that does not involve correlation
between multiple jet substructure observables, and has
a normalized mean square error (NMSE) of 10.9%, vs.
28.3% for a constant.
The activation of c1,SR ≈ c1 and c16,SR ≈ c16 are given
by
c1,SR = 0.0112+
+ 45.5θabθacθbcθadθbdθaeθceza · · · ze+
+ 20.9θabθacθbcθadθbdθaeθbeza · · · ze+
+ 17.7θabθacθbdθcdθaeθdeza · · · ze+
+ 8.63θabθacθbdθcdθaeθ
2
deza · · · ze−
− 3.08θabθacθadθaeza · · · ze−
− 1.08θabθacθ2adθaeza · · · ze+
+ 0.769θabθacθadθaeθafθagθahza · · · zh−
− 0.233θ3abθacθadθaeza · · · ze−
− 0.0377θabθ2acθadθ2aeza · · · ze−
− 0.00483θabθacθadθ4aeza · · · ze−
− 0.000508θabθ3acθ2adθaeza · · · ze−
− 4.51× 10−5θ2abθacθ2adθ2aeza · · · ze
(10)
6c16,SR = 0.0362+
+ 0.594θ3abθacθadθaeza · · · ze+
+ 0.575θabθ
2
acθadθ
2
aeza · · · ze+
+ 0.421θabθacθ
2
adθaeza · · · ze+
+ 0.420θabθacθadθ
4
aeza · · · ze+
+ 0.246θabθ
3
acθ
2
adθaeza · · · ze+
+ 0.187θabθacθadθaeza · · · ze+
+ 0.120θ2abθacθ
2
adθ
2
aeza · · · ze−
− 0.0465θ3abzazb − 0.0453θ4abzazb−
− 0.0333θ5abzazb − 0.0328θ2abzazb−
− 0.0196θ6abzazb − 0.0146θabzazb−
− 0.00963θ7abzazb
(11)
where the Einstein summation is implied over a, b, . . . , h,
zazbzczdze has been shortened into za · · · ze, and
za · · · zezfzgzh into za · · · zh.
For LBT, discrimination is far easier to achieve, and
the sample size can be reduced to 50 pseudoexperiments
(100 for both Tˆ scenarios) containing N = 1200 jet–
events each. Setting the regularization at µ1 = µ2 = 30
was able to yield a validation accuracy of 0.975± 0.014,
and the corresponding SR approximated analysis
d1,SR = 4.49− 0.318N〈c13〉 − 0.00653N〈c13〉2 (12)
(NMSE is 1.17%, vs. 36.9% for a constant) involves a
single variable, which is approximated by SR as
c13,SR = 0.0453−
− 0.00109 log10(p1)(log10(p2) + log10(p3))−
− 0.000829 log10(p2) log10(p3)
(13)
where
p1 = θabθacθbcθadθbdθaeθbeza · · · ze
p2 = θabθacθbdθcdθaeθdeza · · · ze
p3 = θabθacθbdθcdθaeθ
2
deza · · · ze
(14)
The log10 function appears to be selected by SR as a func-
tion of convenience to represent the range compression
inside the NN, and is unlikely to have deeper meaning.
Fig. 3 shows the distribution of c1,SR and c16,SR for
various Jewel Ti, and c13,SR for LBT and various Tˆ .
The c1,SR < 0 for Jewel is a particularly striking region,
where Ti induces a change by an order of magnitude.
From the form of the expression obtained, one can see
that angular correlations between five particles are fre-
quently used. To investigate this further, Jewel was
modified to allow book-keeping of the angular direc-
tion of the originating parton each time a splitting oc-
curred. For each reconstructed jet, the number of split-
tings within the angular extent of the jet is used to count
splittings due to plasma medium interaction. Addition-
ally, the Lund string model based pythia 8.235 tune
CUETP8M1, and Herwig 7.1.1 tune H7.1-Default [30]
that is based on the Webber model of cluster fragmenta-
tion, both embedded into the identical Pb-Pb 0–10% UE
as for Jewel and LBT, were included to check for the
p-p expectation including potential fragmentation model
dependence.
Fig. 4 shows the distribution of c1,SR and c16,SR in
Jewel with 0, 1–4, and > 4 splittings. Overlaid are also
pythia 8 and Herwig 7 embedded into Pb-Pb. The two
variables exhibit significant dependence on the number of
plasma-induced splittings, with no significant fragmenta-
tion function dependence upon comparing pythia 8 to
Herwig 7. The variable c16,SR evolves with Ti by tag-
ging jets with 1–4 splittings, while losing resolving power
thereafter (c16,SR for those jets resemble the average p-p
jet). On the other hand, c1,SR has a region c1,SR < 0
that is additionally sensitive to > 4 splittings.
Interestingly, the same c1,SR < 0 (a quantile containing
6.65 ± 0.04% of the jets in Jewel averaged over the Ti
and τi scenarios) is populated due to the recoiling scat-
tering centers in Jewel. Its significance vs. pythia 8
(0.68 ± 0.11% of the jets) and Herwig 7 (1.4 ± 0.2% of
the jets) provides a strong constraint whether the recoil
effect as suggested by Jewel exists. The only known in-
dication of a similar effect between Jewel recoil on and
off is the groomed jet mass, which was recently studied
by CMS [31]. One should point out the NN learned of
the Jewel recoil incidentally, and not by a training pro-
cedure targeting this effect. And unlike human experts,
the NN was never able to observe Jewel with either the
recoil effects switched off, or without the full Pb-Pb UE.
This hints that the machine learning technique presented
here, operating on a commodity, off-the-self hardware, is
at least able to study the characteristics of Jewel to a
detail comparable to the human experts in the current
heavy-ion field.
This article describes a system of machine learning
for the discovery of jet substructure analyses, using a
NN structured to automatically learn statistical analyses.
The approach includes regularization to sufficiently ap-
ply a simplification process during the training. Symbolic
Regression is then used to extract properties of the result-
ing NN, and can reduce to compact, closed-form expres-
sions readily repeatable by humans. Applied to Jewel
and LBT, two heavy-ion jet MC event generators, it con-
structs analyses that can reliably extract the initial tem-
perature, at the presence of full bulk Underlying Event
– a performance not previously demonstrated by human
constructed jet substructure analyses. In Jewel, the
type of jet substructure observables being constructed
by machine learning is found to be strongly dependent
on, i.e. tagging, the number of splittings experienced by
a parton transiting a quark gluon plasma medium. One
of the discovered observables also tags the medium recoil
from the interaction, which is otherwise only known to
be measurable via the groomed jet mass. This indicates
that the machine learning technique described here per-
forms original research with jet substructure observables,
7at a level comparable to the human experts in the field.
I would like to thank Barbara Jacak for discussions and
critical reading, additionally Xin-Nian Wang and Yayun
He for the Linearized Boltzmann Transport model and
insightful suggestions.
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